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Abstract

The prime motivation of this work is to devise techniques that make the Algebraic Recon-
struction Technique (ART) and related methods more efficient for routine clinical use,
while not compromising their accuracy. Since most of the computational effort of ART is
spent for projection/backprojection operations, we first seek to optimize the projection
algorithm. Existing projection algorithms are surveyed and it is found that these algorithms
either lack accuracy or speed, or are not suitable for cone-beam reconstruction. We hence
devise a new and more accurate extension to the splatting algorithm, a well-known voxel-
driven projection method. We also describe a new 3D ray-driven projector that is consider-
ably faster than the voxel-driven projector, and at the same time more accurate and perfectly
suited for the demands of cone-beam. We then devise caching schemes for both ART and
Simultaneous ART (SART), which minimize the number of redundant computations for
projection and backprojection and, at the same time, are very memory-conscious. We find
that with caching the cost for an ART projection/backprojection operation can be reduced
to the equivalent cost of 1.12 projections. We also find that SART, due to its image-based
volume correction scheme, is considerably harder to accelerate with caching: Implementa-
tions of the algorithms yield runtime ratiosTSART/TARTbetween 1.5 and 1.15, depending
on the amount of caching used.

Keywords: cone-beam reconstruction, 3D reconstruction, Algebraic Reconstruction Tech-
nique (ART), Computed Tomography (CT)

1. Introduction
In this paper we explore several techniques that are geared towards making algebraic reco
tion methods, such as the Algebraic Reconstruction Technique (ART) or Simultaneous
(SART), more efficient, without making any compromises in terms of accuracy. Although our
cussion is mostly focussed on the 3D cone-beam case, many of the presented principles a
valid in the 2D fan-beam and to the 2D and 3D parallel-beam case.

This paper is a continuation of a previous paper [12] that dealt with accuracy issues for cone
reconstruction. Please refer to that paper for background and references on ART and related
ods. ART is an iterative method, reconstructing an object by a sequence of reconstruction gr
jections and backprojections. Hence, if one wants to make ART faster and more competitive
the more common Filtered Backprojection (FBP) methods, one must keep the number of iter
small and, at the same time, reduce the overall cost for the projection-backprojection opera

Several groups of researchers have worked on reducing the number of iterations for AR
important aspect in achieving this goal is the order in which the projections are accessed in th
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ative reconstruction procedure. In a recent study, Mueller [13] contrasted various previously
lished projection access schemes with a new scheme, the Weighted Distance Scheme. It wa
that for low-contrast objects, such as the Shepp-Logan brain phantom [16], usually three t
iterations are sufficient for good reconstruction quality. The choice of the relaxation coefficieλ
is another important parameter, which was studied by Herman [12]. The impact ofλ was also
examined by us in [12], along with the effects of various other ART parameters, such as gri
tialization and correction algorithm. There it was confirmed that within three iterations, a re
struction of a quality close to the maximum can be obtained.

Since most of the computational expense of ART is spent for projection and backprojectio
must improve the speed of ART’s projection engine It turns out that the computational cost o
projection engine is greatly affected by the perspective cone-beam projection. In the following
tions, we will give a detailed description of two new, highly accurate projection algorithms,
voxel-driven and one ray-driven, and analyze their efficiency in both the parallel-beam and
beam setting. Although other voxel-driven projectors [18] and ray-driven projectors [8][9] h
been described, these algorithms are only efficient for the parallel-beam case or do not allo
stretched interpolation kernels prescribed in [12] as necessary for accurate cone-beam reco
tion. Furthermore, our voxel-driven perspective projection algorithm is considerably more acc
than the one described by Westover [18]. Our ray-driven algorithm, on the other hand, is
extension of the 2D algorithm proposed by Hanson and Wecksung [6]. However, a fast proje
algorithm is not enough. We must reduce the actual complexity of the overall projection-b
projection framework. Ideally, we only want to do the computational equivalent of one projec
operation per image instead of one projection and one backprojection. This can only be ac
by re-using some of the earlier computed results for later calculations, which is a technique t
caching. Our paper will give caching schemes for both ART and SART, which will bring the c
putational cost of these popular algebraic methods closer to the theoretical cost of FBP me

The outline of this paper is as follows. Section 2 gives some background on previous ART im
mentations. Section 3 then describes a voxel-driven projection algorithm for cone-beam t
more accurate for perspective projection than existing ones, but does not improve the state
art in terms of speed. Section 4 gives a new ray-driven projection algorithms for cone-beam
that is both accurate and efficient. Section 5 details various caching schemes to speed AR
SART. Finally, Section 6 puts everything together and presents a variety of results obtained
our ART testbed software.

2. Preliminaries and Previous Work
Please refer to our paper [12] for notations and relevant background on algebraic methods.
we have derived that the number of necessary projections for a single source rotating in a c
orbit isSART=0.67n, wheren is length of the cubic reconstruction grid. The single-source, circu
orbit configuration gives rise to a spherical reconstruction region. The twin-cone source arr
ment described by Schlindwein [15] (see also the conclusions of [12]) on the other hand r
structs a cylindrical region of interest. Here, the necessary number of projections is

(1)

(half-) projections per detector to reconstruct the cylindrical reconstruction region sandw

SART
1 4⁄( )πn

3

n
2

------------------------ 0.78n= =
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This numberSART just given ensures that the ART equation system is determined. However,
can also be applied without change ifS is smaller or greater than this number. In this context,
interesting observation was made by Guan and Gordon [5] for the 2D case. They showed t
theory, the number of required projections in ART is about half the number of the projec
required for FBP. More precisely,SFBP=1.57n. This happens because the Fourier Slice Theor
arranges the projections onto a polar grid in frequency space, and in order to provide adequa
pling in the periphery, one must oversample in the interior frequency regions. This may be p
the reason for the strength of ART in the limited projection data case.

Algebraic methods typically represent the volume grid as a collection of spherical interpol
kernels, placed at the voxel positions and scaled by the voxel values. This ensemble of scale
kernels then makes up a continuous representation of the volume. Since each voxel kernel p
and backprojects in the same way (as a so-calledfootprint), many authors [6][8][9][18] precompute
this kernel projection and store it in a lookup table. (An entry in the footprint table is thus du
the integral of the ray traversing the voxel kernel at the respective table position.) Then all on
to do is scale the footprint by the voxel value (in grid projection) or the ART correction factors
grid backprojection). Two approaches to perform this projection have been proposed. One
the voxel-based approach in which one maps all voxel footprints to the screen, scaled by the
value, where they accumulate into a projection image. This is done in the splatting approa
volume rendering, devised by Westover [18]. In backprojection, the voxel footprints are a
mapped to the screen, but this time they pick up (corrective) energy, instead of emitting it. I
second approach, one can use rays to intersect the footprint tables in volume space, again s
indexed value by the voxel value, and accumulate the density integrals (or distribute the corr
factors) ray by ray. Since this is inherently also a splatting approach, we term this method
driven splatting, while the voxel-based method will be referred to as voxel-driven splatting. S
the voxel-driven approach produces a whole image, or at least an image region, at a time, it
only sense to use it in conjunction with an image-based correction algorithm, such as SART
ray-driven approach, on the other hand, processes one pixel at a time and can thus be us
either the pixel-based ART or the image-based SART.

The pre-integrated footprint method has several advantages: (i) The ray integrals are calc
very accurately, since each footprint table entry can be integrated analytically or with good qu
ture. Thus the accumulation of the footprints on the image plane is very close to an analytic
gration of the volume. (ii) The complexity for interpolation is reduced from O(n3) in volume space
(as required for raycasting) to O(n2) in image space. Fast incremental algorithms can then be u
to index the footprint tables in volume space (in ray-driven splatting) or image space (in v
driven splatting). (iii) Due to these fast projection algorithms we can afford interpolation ker
that are larger but have superior,sinc-like, frequency characteristics, such as the Bessel-Ka
function devised by Lewitt [8].

Before we describe the existing projection algorithms in further detail, let us recall (from [12])
for accurate cone-beam reconstruction it is necessary to stretch and scale the interpolation
depending on their distance from the source to prevent aliasing in projection and backproje
This stretching occurs along two orthogonal axes, perpendicular to the direction of the ray(
versing the interpolation kernel. In [12], the stretching of the 3D interpolation function was app
imated by a stretching of the 2D footprint (the appendix justifies this approximation). Let us
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clarify these concepts in more detail. In 3D, the rays emanate from the source along a curve
front of equal grid sampling rate in a raster composed of two orthogonal sets of sheets (se
Fig. 3). Each 3D ray is part of one sheet in each set and is defined by the intersection of the
sheets. Constrained by the divergent cone-beam geometry, the distance of two adjacent
within a set increases with distance from the source. This means that depending on the loca
a kernel with respect to each sheet set, its 2D footprint must undergo different distortions in th
principal coordinate axes. Thus our projection algorithm must be able to stretch a footprint b
ferent amounts in the two sheet raster directions.

While the concept of representing a volume by a field of interpolation kernels and pre-integr
a 3D kernel into a 2D footprint is common to all existing splatting implementations, the stra
chosen to map the footprint table onto the screen (in the voxel-driven approach) or to map th
into the footprint table (in the ray-driven approach) varies. The mapping task is facilitated sinc
only use spherically symmetric kernels and cubic grids, which yields a circular footprint.
voxel-driven splatting, both Westover [18] and Matej [9] simply map the circular footprint to
projection screen for one voxel and use incremental shifts for the remaining voxels at that p
tion angle. This, however, is only correct for parallel projections, since in perspective proje
the elliptical shape and size of the footprint is different for every voxel. (More detail is give
Section 3.) In the case of ray-driven splatting we again assume a spherically symmetric inte
tion kernel. Here the approaches are more diverse. For instance, Lewitt [8] computes the mag
of the crossproduct of the ray unit vector with the vector from a point on the ray to the voxel ce
This yields the perpendicular distance of the ray to the voxel center which can be used to in
1D footprint table storing the radially symmetric projection of the 3D kernel. Efficient increme
algorithm can then be used to find all other voxel distances along the ray. This approach, ho
is not appropriate for cone-beam reconstruction, as it does not allow independent footprint s
ing in the two ray sheet directions, as is necessary for accurate cone-beam reconstruction In
approach, Matej and Lewitt [10] decompose the voxel grid into a set of 2D slices. Here the o
tation of the slices is that orientation most parallel to the image plane. Recall that a footprint
pre-integrated kernel function in the direction of a ray, thus a footprint is not necessarily plana
the slice planes. The authors project this footprint function onto a slice plane which results
elliptical footprint. Since in parallel projection all rays for a given projection angle have the s
angle with the volume slices, this re-mapped elliptical footprint can be used for all slices an
rays that are spawned for a given projection orientation. Simple incremental algorithms c
designed to trace a ray across the volume slices, computing all indices into the elliptical foot
that are intersected. However, for perspective projection, every ray has a different orient
necessitating a footprint re-mapping for every ray, which is inefficient both to compute on th
and to store. A more appropriate approach was outlined for the 2D case by Hanson [6].
authors model a 2D ray as an implicit line equation. If one runs a line parallel to the ray acro
center of a given voxel, then the offset difference of the equations of these two lines yield th
pendicular distance of the ray to the voxel center, which then can be used to index a 1D foo
table. Our ray-driven approach is a 3D extension of this algorithm, optimized for speed
enables the efficient use of the same footprint table for all projection rays everywhere in th
ume.

The splatting techniques are in contrast to the fast interpolative grid traversal methods propo
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Siddon [17] and Joseph [7]. These methods employ nearest neighbor interpolation or bilinear
polation, respectively, which, however, are functions far inferior to the ones that can efficient
used in splatting. Matej has conducted a study that compared ART using Sidden’s algorith
ART using Bessel kernels and found that the latter produced considerably better reconstr
results [11]. In addition, the splatting approaches, due to their efficient implementation, don’t
to be any costlier than the interpolative grid traversal schemes as far as cost per kernel cross-
is concerned. The added expense comes from the fact that these better interpolation kerne
have a larger extent (typically a diameter of 4.0, compared to an extent of 2.0 and 1.0 for the
ear and nearest neighbor kernel, respectively).

3. An Accurate Voxel-Driven Splatting Algorithm for Cone-Beam ART
Let us first introduce some terminology. As suggested by Crawfis and Max [2], we can think o
interpolation kernel footprint as a polygon with a superimposed texture map that is placed in o
(volume) space. Here, the texture map is given by the projected kernel function, i.e. the ar
line integrals (the ones stored in the footprint table). For the remainder of our discussion w
refer to the footprint in object space as thefootprint polygon, while the projection of the footprint
polygon onto the image plane will be called thefootprint image. Recall that splatting accumulate
the same value in a pixel on the image plane as a ray would accumulate when traversing th
ume. Thus, when projecting the footprint polygon to obtain the line integral for the pixel in the f
print image we must ensure that we position the footprint polygon orthogonal to the directio
the sight-ray in object space. The line integrals are retrieved from the footprint table by index
at the ray-footprint polygon intersection point. Thus, for splatting to be accurate, the 2D foot
must be mapped to the pixel as if the ray emanating from the pixel had traversed it at a perp
ular angle. Only then does the looked-up pre-integrated integral match the true kernel integ
of the ray. Westover’s perspective extension to voxel-driven splatting (last section in [18]) vio
this condition at three instances:

• He does not align the footprint polygon perpendicularly to the voxel center ray when calc
ing the projected screen extent. Instead he aligns it parallel to the screen and stretches it a
ing to the perspective viewing transform.

• When mapping the footprint to the screen pixels he uses a linear transform instead of
spective one.

• The footprint polygon is not rotated for every mapped pixel such that the corresponding
ray traverses it at a perpendicular angle.

While the error for the last approximation is rather small (see [14] section 5.7.1), the forme
are more significant. The first approximation computes footprint screen extents that are s
than the actual ones. For example, for a cone half-angle of 30˚ and a 1283 volume the maximum
error ratio between correct and approximate footprint extent is 1.15 and the maximum absolu
ference between the two is 0.8 pixels (see [14] section 5.7.2). Here, the absolute error is aga
est for those voxels that are located close to the view cone boundary. It causes the footprints o
voxels to cover less area on the projection plane than they really should. The second approxi
has a similar effect. In that case, the mapping of the footprint table entries to the screen is s
squashed. Again, voxels close to the view cone boundary are most affected.

Consider now Fig. 1, where we illustrate a new and accurate solution for perspective voxel-d
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splatting. For simplicity of drawing, we show the 2D case only. Note that the coordinate syst
fixed at the eye point. To splat a voxelvx,y,z, it is first rotated about the volume center such that t
volume is aligned with the projection plane. Then the footprint polygon is placed orthogon
the vector starting at the eye and going through the center ofvx,y,z. Note that this yields an accu
rate line integral only for the center ray, all other rays traverse the voxel kernel function
slightly different orientation than given by the placement of the 2D (1D in Fig. 1) footprint po
gon in object space. Thus the first error in Westover’s approximation still survives. This e
however, can be shown to be less than 0.01 pixels, even for voxels close to the source.

The coefficients of the footprint polygon’s plane equation are given by the normalized cente
(the vectorsource-vx,y,z). From this equation we compute two orthogonal vectorsu andw on the
plane (onlyw is shown in Fig. 1). Here,u andw are chosen such that they project onto the tw
major axes of the image. Usingu andw, we can compute the spatialx,y,zpositions of the four
footprint polygon vertices in object space (VRight(vy,z) andVLeft(vy,z) in the 2D case depicted in
Fig. 1). These four vertices are perspectively projected onto the image plane. This yields th
angular extent of the footprint image, aligned with the image axes (ExtRight(vy,z) andExtLeft(vy,z)
in the 2D case). By expressing the intersections of the pixel rays with the footprint polygon
parametric fashion, we can then set up an incremental scheme to relate the image pixels wit
footprint image with the texture map entries of the footprint table.

The computational effort to map a footprint polygon onto the screen and to set up the increm
mapping of the pixels into the footprint table is quite large: Almost 100 multiplications, additio
and divisions, and two square root operations are necessary. No incremental scheme can

ExtLeft(vy,z)

ExtRight(vy,z)

Proj(vy,z)

vxyz

source
z

y

VLeft(vy,z)

VRight(vy,z)
pi+3

pi

pi+1

pi+2

image plane

projected kernel
(footprint image)

footprint table

(footprint polygon)
 in object space

Fig. 1. Perspective voxel-driven splatting: First, the footprint polygon of voxelvy,z is mapped onto
the image plane, then the affected image pixelspi...pi+4 are mapped back onto the footprint table.

pi+4
rotated volume

w
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to accelerate the mapping of neighboring grid voxels. The high cost is amplified by the fac
the expensive mapping has to be done at O(N)=O(n3). And indeed, in our implementation, per
spective projection was over twice as expensive than parallel projection.

4. A Fast and Accurate Ray-Driven Splatting Algorithm for Cone-Beam ART
We saw in the previous section that perspective voxel-driven splatting can be made accurate
ever, the expense of perspective voxel-driven splatting seems prohibitive for use in cone
reconstruction. In this section we take advantage of the fact that, in contrast to voxel-d
approaches, ray-driven methods are generally not sensitive to the non-linearity of the persp
viewing transform. It can thus be expected that ray-driven splatting is more advantageous to
the perspective cone-beam situation. The new ray-driven approach is in some respect a 3D
sion to the 2D algorithm sketched by Hanson and Wecksung [6] and will work both for cons
size kernels as used in cone-beam SART and variable-size kernels as required for cone
ART.

4.1 Ray-Driven Splatting with Constant-Size Interpolation Kernels

In ray-driven splatting, voxel contributions no longer accumulate on the image plane for all p
simultaneously. In contrast, each pixel accumulates its raysums separately, which makes
more suitable for ART than voxel-driven splatting. Our algorithm proceeds as follows. The
ume is divided into 2D slices formed by the planes most parallel to the image plane. When a
ray is shot into the 3D field of interpolation kernels, it stops at each slice and determines the
of voxel kernels within the slice that are traversed by the ray. This is shown in Fig. 2a for th
case: The ray originating at pixelpi pierces the volume slice located atxs at y=y(i,zs). The voxel
kernels within the slicezs that are intersected by the ray are given by the interval [Ceil(yLeft(i,zs)),
Floor(yRight(i,zs))]. We computeyRight(i,zs) as:

(2)

whereα is the inclination of the ray. The computation foryLeft(i,zs) is analogous. After determin-
ing the active voxel interval [yLeft(i,zs), yRight(i,zs)] we must compute the indices into the voxe
footprint table. This can be efficiently implemented by realizing that the index into the footp
table of a grid voxelv located at coordinates (yv,zv) is given by the distancedr of the two parallel
lines (planes in 3D) that traversev’s centerpoint and the slice intersection point of the ray
y(i,zs), respectively (see Fig. 2b). One finds:

(3)

wherea andb are the coefficients of the implicit line equation of the ra
and are also given by the components of the (normalized) ray vector. Maintaining the var
yLeft(i,z), yRight(i,z), anddr along a ray can all be done using incremental additions.

For the 3D case, we need to replace the linear ray by two planes. A 3D ray is defined by the
section of two orthogonal planes cutting through the voxel field. The normal for one plane is
puted as the cross product of the ray and one of the image plane axis vectors. The norma
second plane is computed as the cross product of the ray and the normal of the first plane
the two planes are orthogonal to each other and are also orthogonal to the voxel footprint
gons. Thus the ray pierces the footprint polygon in a perpendicular fashion, as required. Inte

yRight i zs,( ) y i zs,( )
extentkernel

α( )cos
-----------------------------+=

dr a zs⋅ b y i zs,( )⋅ a zs⋅– b yv⋅–+ b y i zs,( ) yv–( )⋅( )= =

a x⋅ s b y i xs,( ) 0=⋅+
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results in the horizontal row indexdrrow into the footprint table, while the intersection with th
vertical plane yields the vertical column indexdrcol. Using these two indices, the value of the ra
integral can be retrieved from the 2D footprint table. Note that the two orthogonal direction
the indices,drcol anddrrow, on the footprint polygon plane allow us to implement the bi-dire
tional footprint stretching required for the variable-size interpolation kernels in cone-beam A

There are now three nested loops: The most outer loop sets up a new ray to pierce the volu
next inner loop advances the ray across the volume slice by slice and determines the set of
traversed per slice, and finally, the most inner loop retrieves the voxel contributions from the
print tables. For perspective projection, the plane equations have to computed for every ray
amounts to about 50 extra additions, multiplications, and divisions, and three square roo
pixel. The cost of advancing a ray across the volume and determining the footprint entries is
parable to the cost of rotating a kernel and splatting it onto the image plane in the orthogr
voxel-driven approach. The ray-driven approach changes the splatting algorithm from voxel
to pixel order. Thus, the most outer loop is of O(n2). This has the advantage that the complexity
any extra work that has to be done for perspective projection (e.g. recomputing the two plane
define the ray in 3D) is roughly one order of magnitude less than in voxel-driven splatting.
also that ray-driven splatting does not introduce inaccuracies. As a matter of fact, it preven
indexing errors in the voxel-driven approach by design.

4.2 Ray-Driven Splatting with Variable-Size Interpolation Kernels

We have proposed in [12] and mentioned in Section 2 that the aliasing artifacts caused
diverging set of rays in cone-beam can be eliminated by progressively increasing the interpo
filter extent (and scaling the filter amplitude) as a linear function of ray depth. To make these
cepts more clear, let us define an image coordinate system (u,w,r), with u andw being the orthog-
onal image vectors andr being the vector normal to the image plane (see Fig. 3). Typicallyr
connects the source with the center of the image plane. The amount of stretching and scaling

Fig. 2. Ray-driven splatting: (a) Determining the range of voxels within a given volume slice plane
that are traversed by a ray originating at pixelpi. (b) Computing the indexdr into the footprint table.

α

α

pi

yLeft(i,zs)

yRight(i,zs)

z

y

y(i,zs)

zs

rr’

dr

y

pi

v

zv=zs

yv

y(i,zs)

a
bα

(a) (b)
z
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voxel kernels depends on their location with respect to the image coordinate system. To dete
the proper amount of kernel distortion we need to express the sampling rateωr of the arrangement
of rays in (x,y,z) coordinates. Once the functionωr is known, we can then determine the require
interpolation filter width or magnitude at each location along a ray. It was shown in [12] thatωr is
constant along curved rayfront isocontours and decreases linearly with increasing distance
isocontours from the source. This linear dependency on ray depth means that each voxel
must undergo a non-uniform distortion along a ray. However, since we use identical, pre-integ
kernels in the form of 2D footprint polygons, we cannot realize this non-uniform distortion fu
tion. Hence, as an approximation, we only estimateωr at the location of each kernel center and di
tort the generic 2D footprint. This approximation is justified in the Appendix.

Consider again Fig. 3. The coordinates of an image pixel can be expresse
pij=image_origin+iu+jw. The grid of diverging rays is organized into horizontal and vertical she
or cutting planes, that intersect the image plane and are spaced byu andw. The ray grid sampling
rateωr is then a 2D vector (ωru, ωrw) that is related to the local sheet spacings. Fig. 3 illustra
howωrw is calculated. Here, we see the two horizontal cutting planescpj andcpj+1 embedding the
raysri,j andri,j+1 , respectively. To approximateTw=1/ωrw at the location (xv, yv, zv) of the kernel
center of voxelvx,y,z, we measure the distance betweencpj andcpj+1 along the vector orthogona
to cpj passing through (xv, yv, zv). This distance can be written asTw=axv+byv+czv+k where (a b c)
is a linear function the plane equations ofcpj andcpj+1, and can thus be updated incrementally f
all intersected voxels along a ray. If we select the horizontal and vertical cutting planes suc
the image plane vectorsu andw, respectively, are embedded in them, then we can simply stre
the footprint polygon by a scale factor of magnitudeTw to achieve the proper lowpassing in thew-
direction of the ray grid. (Recall that, in foward projection, we also have to scale the kernel’s a
tude by a factor 1/Tw.) An analogous argument can be given for the vertical cutting planes andTu=1/
ωru. Also recall from [12] that we only stretch the footprint polygon ifTu>1 orTw>1. If, in forward
projection, Tu≤1 or Tw≤1 then the ray grid sampling rate in that direction is sufficient such tha
aliasing can occur. However, in backprojection we do need to scale the magnitude of the
wheneverTu<1 or Tw<1. Here, the scale factor isTu or Tw, respectively. Note that in order to pre
serve orthogonality of the two cutting planes, in the general case one cannot achieve thatu lies in
the horizontal cutting planes and, at the same time,w lies in the vertical planes. But since we flip
the main viewing direction as soon as the angle between the ray direction and the major vi
axis exceeds 45˚, the angular deviation of the true orientation of the cutting plane and the c
orientation is small (less than 5 degrees).

The incremental scheme to compute the distance between two cutting planes requires ab
addition per voxel in each slice. Since in a single-orbit reconstruction,u lies in thex-zplane andw
is aligned with they-axis of the volume grid, a more efficient way is to measure theωr vector for
a rayri,j in the volume slice most parallel to the projection plane and use thisωr vector for all foot-
print polygons in this plane. This is shown for the 2D case in Fig. 4. Here,Tcorr is the distance mea-
sured by the scheme described first, whileTapprox is the slice-based measurement. The error
given by . This means that the simpler method underestimates the
sampling rate by some amount. In the case ofωru, the maximum error occurs for voxels on the vie
cone boundary. Here, for a cone half-angleϕc=30˚, the simpler method would choose a kernel th
is about 1/0.86=1.15 times larger than it needs to be, and thus lead to a greater amount of lo
ing of voxel vx,y,z in the u-direction than is required. However, the fact that the factor cos(ϕ) is
rather small and approaches values close to 1.0 quickly as we move away from the view

Tcorr Tapprox ϕccos⋅≈
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boundary, makes this approximation a justifiable one. In the case ofωru, which determines the ker-
nel stretching factor in thex-zplane, the error can get a bit larger. Here, the rays can meet the
ume slice plane most parallel to the viewing plane at an angle of up to 45˚. Greater angl
avoided since we flip the major viewing direction as soon as an angle of 45˚ is exceeded, a
mentioned above. Thus the errorTapprox/Tcorr when determining the kernel stretch factor for theu-
direction can grow up to 1/cos(45˚)=1.41.

5. Caching Schemes for Faster Execution of ART and SART
In the previous section, we have discussed a ray-driven projection algorithm that minimize
number of necessarycalculations per projection by utilizing fast incremental ray traver
schemes. In this section we will investigate to what extent previously computed results can
used, i.e. stored or cached, so the number ofredundant calculations can be minimized.

Caching can be performed at various scales, with the largest scale being iteration-based, in
all weights are pre-computed and stored on disk. The number of weights to be stored can b

z

y

x

w

pi,j

pi+1,j

pi,j+1

Fig. 3. Determining the local sampling rate of the arrangement of diverging rays. The arrangeme
of rays traverses the volume grid in two orthogonal sets of ray sheets (two horizontal sheets, i.e. t
cutting planescpj andcpj+1, are shown). Each 3D ray is part of one sheet in each set and is defined
by the intersection of these two sheets. Depending on the location of the kernel with respect to ea
sheet set, the 2D kernel footprint must undergo different distortions in its two principal coordinate
axes.
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mated as follows. If we only consider voxels in the spherical reconstruction region then the
number of relevant voxelsN≈0.5n3. With a square footprint extent of 4.0, the average number
rays traversing a footprint polygon is 16. Thus the number of relevant weights per projection in3.
For a number of projectionsS=80 and a voxel grid of 1283 voxels, the total number of relevan
weight factors is then about 1.3 trillion floating point values, 5.3GB of actual data. This is cle
too much to hold in RAM. On the other hand, if we just held the coefficients for one projectio
a time, we would need 67MB of RAM. This is in addition to the volume data and other data s
tures, but is feasible with today’s workstations. However, then we would have to load a 67M
for every new projection that we work on. It is likely that the disk transfer time exceeds the sa
in that case. In addition, the memory demands grow dramatically for larger volumes, sinc
number of weights to store is 8 times the number of voxels.

Since caching on both the iteration and the image level is not practical, one may exploit cach
the ray level. ART is an easy candidate for this form of caching since a pixel projection is im
diately followed by a pixel backprojection. So one can just cache the weight factors calcula
the projection step for the backprojection step, and speedups of close to 2.0 can be realis
expected with only little memory overhead.

For SART, two special problems need to be addressed, one has to do with the use of a ray
projection algorithm, the other deals with caching. While ART was easy to pair with a ray-dr
projection algorithm since it itself is ray-driven, the backprojection step of SART is inhere
voxel-based and requires some adaption in order to limit memory requirements. In a brute
implementation, a backprojection would require two additional volumes, one to store the w
accumulation and one to store the correction accumulation per voxel (see equation (4) in
Only after all backprojection rays have been traced, the correction buffer of each voxel c
divided by the weight buffer to form the voxel correction value. Thus we need extra memo
hold 2n3 floating point values. We can reduce this amount by an order of magnitude to 2n2 by trac-
ing all rays simultaneously in form of a ray-front. Since the projection algorithm is slice-based
it considers all voxels in one volume slice before it moves to the next, we can step the entir
front from one slice to the next, buffering and updating only the voxels within the active vol
slice.

ϕ

pi+1

pi

image plane

ri+1

ri

voxel grid

Tapprox

Tcorr

Source
Kernel of voxel vy,z

zv

y

yv

Fig. 4.  Error for different schemes of measuring the ray grid sampling rate.
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In SART, the caching of weights computed during projection is also more difficult, since firs
entire image must be projected before the grid corrections can be backprojected. Thus,
glance, we may only be able to use caching at an image level. This would require us to al
memory space for 8n3 floating point weights, e.g. 32n3 bytes, which is in addition to other memor
requirements. While forn=128, this may be feasible for an average workstation (the required m
ory is then 67MB), forn=256 the memory requirements would be a hefty 536MB, which may
be readily available in most workstations. Thus, in real world applications, caching on the im
level is not feasible, at least with today’s workstations, and one must design a caching schem
finer granularity.

For this purpose, we designed a scheme that keeps two active slabs, composed of sheets
cross-sections. These voxel cross-sections are formed by intersecting the voxel kernels by c
utive horizontal cutting planes (recall Fig. 3). In this scheme, one active slab,slabp, is composed
of voxels that are currently projected, while the other,slabb, is composed of currently back
projected voxels. Here, a slab voxel is a data structure with a weight array and an accumu
buffer for weight and correction sums, to be used during backprojection. Slabslabb is always trail-
ing slabp. At first, slabp caches the weights computed in the projection step. Then, asslabp moves
upward in the volume, voxels on the bottom ofslabp have eventually been completely projecte
and can be removed fromslabp and be added toslabb (along with all cached weights). A linked lis
can be used to facilitate the passing of the data. Once all voxels that a ray can traverse hav
transferred toslabb, the ray updates the accumulation buffers of the affectedslabb voxels, using the
cached weight factors and its correction value. Asslabb moves upward as well, voxels at the botto
of slabb can eventually be updated by the accumulated correction buffer term and be removed
slabb.

Let us now compute the memory requirements. The width of a slab is about four sheets, and a
kernel with an extent of 4.0 is traversed by about 16 rays. Thus the data structure of a slab
consists of an array of 16 weight factors in addition to two accumulation buffers. Thus the me
complexity for the two slab buffers is roughly . This includes the memo
for the correction and accumulation buffers ofslabb. Thus we would require approximately 10M
of memory for a 1283 volume. Note that this caching scheme goes well with the variable-size v
kernels since here the slab width is constant for all voxels withTu>1 andTw>1.

6. Results
Table 1 lists the runtimes of the various ART and SART incarnations that were discussed
previous sections. The runtimes were obtained on an SGI Indigo2 workstation and refer to a recon
struction based on 80 projections with a cone angle of 40˚.

Let us first look at the SART correction algorithm. We observe, in Table 1, that for parallel-b
reconstruction with SART the voxel-driven approach is about 33% faster than the ray-d
approach. Hence, it is more advantageous in the parallel-beam case to perform the grid pro
in object-order (i.e. to map the footprint polygons onto the screen) than to perform the proje
in image-order (i.e. traverse the array of footprint polygons by the pixel rays). The computat
savings in the voxel-driven algorithm for parallel-beam projection come from the fact that her
footprint-screen mapping is much simpler than the mapping described in Section 3, since th
spective distortion does not have to be incorporated. In cone-beam reconstruction, on the
hand, the situation is reversed in favor of the ray-driven projector. Here, the speedup for usi

4 18 18+( )n2
144n

2
=
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ray-driven projector over the voxel-driven projector in SART is about 2.4. Thus, since for ART
use of the image-based voxel-driven splatting algorithm is not practical anyhow, we conclud
cone-beam reconstruction should always be performed with ray-driven projectors.

Now let us investigate the computational differences of ART and SART and the effects of ca
and variable-size splatting kernels on run-time. Comparing the costs for SART and ART, we n
that uncached SART is about 12% slower than uncached ART. This is due to the extra com
tions required for weighting the corrections before a voxel update and the overhead for man
the additional data structures. The timings also indicate that the use of a depth dependent
size incurs about a 25% time penalty for ART and 20% for SART. In terms of the benefits of c
ing, we notice that the straightforward caching for ART speeds reconstruction by a factor of
Stated in another way, cached ART reduces the time for a projection/backprojection opera
the time-equivalent of 1.12 projections. The more involved caching for SART, on the other h
achieves a speedup of 1.4. Caching in conjunction with the variable-size kernels produces
improvements. Since the reconstruction results for SART using constant sized kernels and
using variable-size kernels are similar, it makes sense to compare these two methods as well
respect, ART with variable-size kernels and easy-to-implement caching is about 1.5 as f
uncached SART. However, if SART is enhanced with elaborate caching schemes, this speed

kernels about to be added toslabp

kernels presently inslabp

kernels just added toslabb

volume kernels

source

current projection rayrp

previous projection rayrp-1

next projection rayrp+1

Fig. 5. Caching in SART (illustrated for the 2D case): a partial kernel set of the volume is shown. T
ray rp is the current projection ray. Kernels on its path that are not currently inslabp are added toslabp.
Once kernels have been entered intoslabp, their computed weights are cached. After the ray has bee
cast, all kernels inslabp that have just been fully projected are transferred toslabb, along with their
cached weight factors. Rayrb is the current backprojection ray: All kernels within its path are presen
in slabb and are backprojected along rayrb. The voxel weight and correction accumulation buffers are
updated in this process. All voxels that have been fully backprojected are then updated by their a
mulated correction value and removed fromslabb. In 3D the rays become plane sheets (compare Fig. 3

current backprojection rayrb

previous backprojection rayrb-1

kernels presently inslabb

kernels just removed fromslabb

kernels already backprojected

kernels waiting to be projected
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7. Conclusions
The prime motivation of the work presented here was to devise techniques that make alg
methods more efficient for routine clinical use, while not compromising their accuracy. In par
lar, the fact that algebraic methods have been shown to be capable of producing comparable
structions and, in some settings, even better reconstructions than FBP makes this eff
worthwhile.

Since the projection algorithm represents the main source of ART computations, we first fo
on this portion of the ART algorithm. We started by describing a new cone-beam extensi
Westover’s voxel-driven parallel-beam splatting algorithm [18]. This new extension rem
almost all inaccuracies of previously outlined extensions of that sort. Then we analyzed ex
ray-driven projectors in terms of their suitability for perspective cone-beam reconstruction. I
found that generally a ray-driven algorithm is far more suited for the perspective cone-beam
jection case than a voxel-driven splatting algorithm. However, it was also found that for par
beam reconstruction with SART the voxel-driven splatting algorithm is faster. In the quest fo

Table 1. Run-times for SART, using both voxel-driven and ray-driven splatting, and for ART using ra
driven splatting (voxel-driven splatting is not applicable for ART). The effect of caching and variab
size interpolation kernels on the run-time is also shown. (Tcorr: time for one grid correction step, con-
sisting of one projection and one backprojection, Titer: time for 1 iteration (assuming 80 projection
images and a cone angle of 40˚), T3iter: time for 3 iterations, the minimum time to obtain a reconstruc-
tion of good quality [12]. Timings were obtained on a SGI Iris Indigo2 with a 200MHz RS4000 CPU.)

Method beam
splatting
method

cache
var-size
kernel

Tcorr (sec) Titer (hrs) T3iter (hrs)

SART parallel voxel - - 35.3 0.78 2.35

SART parallel ray - - 47.1 1.04 3.14

SART cone voxel - - 144.9 3.22 9.66

SART cone ray - - 60.9 1.35 4.05

SART cone ray - ✓ 73.2 1.63 4.89

SART cone ray ✓ - 43.6 0.97 2.90

SART cone ray ✓ ✓ 52.4 1.16 3.49

ART cone ray - - 54.2 1.20 3.60

ART cone ray - ✓ 68.2 1.51 4.53

ART cone ray ✓ - 30.3 0.67 2.01

ART cone ray ✓ ✓ 38.1 0.85 2.55
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efficient ray-driven algorithm for perspective 3D projection we observed that most of the exi
ray-driven algorithm were not applicable for the special needs of cone-beam reconstructio
hence extended an conceptually existing 2D ray-driven splatting algorithm into 3D and optim
it for speed and accuracy. We also described how this algorithm is best used in conjunctio
the depth-dependent interpolation kernels necessary for cone-beam ART.

However, a fast projection algorithm is not enough. We must also reduce the actual complex
the overall projection-backprojection framework. This can be achieved by designing scheme
memorize or cache weight calculations performed during projections for their re-use in subse
backprojections. Since it proves prohibitive with regards to today’s memory cost to perform c
ing on an iteration-level or image-level, we devised an easy-to-implement ray-based ca
scheme for ART and a more elaborate ray sheet-based caching scheme for SART. The latter
involved since in SART a voxel must first be fully projected before a correction/backprojection
be performed on it. Using these concepts, experiments revealed that caching allows ART to
the cost for a projection/backprojection operation to the time-equivalent of 1.12 projections,
SART has a more moderate speedup, as was to be expected, due to the more complicated
mechanism.

The projection methods outlined in this paper for cubic grids also fully extend to the dodecah
or body-centered grids that were proposed by Matej and Lewitt [10]. (These grids were sho
reduce the number of voxels to be processed by about 30%.) Since the dodecahedral grids a
just a stack of interleaved square grids, the incremental grid traversal algorithms have to be
fied only slightly.

While this paper focused mostly on fast implementations of ART-type methods in the conte
3D cone-beam reconstruction, it should be noted that different parts of the material present
also relevant for parallel-beam and fan-beam reconstruction. For instance, the caching schem
were described in Section 5 can be applied for all beam configurations, while the ray-driven
rithms are also preferable in the fan-beam setting. However, as was mentioned before, for pa
beam projection the ray-driven algorithm are generally slower (by about 20%), due to the
overhead for setting up the rays.

With memory costs decreasing at a fast rate, it may be possible to use image-based cachin
near future, even for large reconstruction volumes. However, at the present time, it seems infe
to do so, which hampers mainly the efficiency of SART. Also, with disk-to-memory bandwid
increasing, it may be possible to load pre-computed weights faster from disk than they can be
puted on-the-fly for every projection. However, as CPU speeds are also increasing, curre
greater rates than the memory speeds, today’s imbalances may very well still exist in many
to come.

Appendix - Stretching of the 3D interpolation kernel vs. stretching the 2D footprint

We have shown in [12] that in cone-beam reconstruction the 3D interpolation kernel of vo
beyond a certain distancez from the source must be stretched above its normal size. To be spe
the stretching must occur according to the functionz/zc, wherezc is the distance at which the sam
pling rate of the volume grid just equals the sampling rate of the ensemble of rays. This mean
we must stretch the interpolation kernel function according to a ramp function of slope 1/zc (see
Fig. 6a).
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But how is this done in practice? The relative kernel distortion varies depending on the kerne
coordinate. Simply pre-integrating the distorted kernel for one kernel center locationz=z1 and then
scaling this footprint for another kernel atz=z2, z2≠z1, based on the ratioz2/z1, does not yield the
correct footprint of a distorted kernel at that location. If we wanted to use pre-integrated footp
that bear the correct kernel distortion, we would have to use a different footprint for each k
center z-location. This is obviously impractical. However, we realize that in most ca

. For instance, for a 1283 volume, a 1282 projection image, and a 60˚ cone angl
the factor 2·kernExt/ zc is about 0.03 volume units. Thus, we may stretch the kernels by a
instead of a trapezoid (see Fig. 6b) without committing much of an error (i.e., the error is 0
volume units). This minimal error enables us to use the generic footprint polygons, scaled up
x- and y-direction depending on their location alongz.
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